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Abstract. We present preliminary work on the formation scenario of blue straggler stars by mass
transfer in binary systems. More precisely, using Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), we
want to model only the outer parts of the stars in order to get a much greater spatial resolution
of the mass transfer flow itself. The inner boundary conditions are achieved using the so-called
ghost particles and by replacing the inner mass by a central point mass. Stability of this central
point mass is crucial, and it is shown that we get reasonable results. These simulations should
give us indications on which layers of the donor star are actually transferred to the other star
as well as how mass is transferred and how it settles on the accretor. This work is aimed at
getting distinct observational signatures which would help identifying the dominant formation
mechanism of blue straggler stars.
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1. Introduction
Globular clusters are dense stellar systems in which dynamical interactions between

stars can significantly alter the stellar populations. It is thus important to understand
how these interactions occur and what they result in if we want to better constrain
the dynamical and formation histories of globular clusters. For example, blue stragglers,
which are found above the main-sequence turn-off point in color-magnitude diagrams,
are thought to be created either by collisions between two main-sequence stars or by
mass transfer in primordial binaries. Observationally, however, it is rather difficult to
distinguish between these two scenarios (see, e.g., Ferraro et al. 2006), so a better the-
oretical understanding of how these objects form may help identifying the formation of
blue stragglers.

2. Numerical Approach
We address this problem by using our Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) code,

which is based on the early version of Benz (1990) and, more recently, Bate, Bonnell &
Price (1995). Briefly, this methods treats fluids elements as smoothed particles, which
are subject to hydrodynamical forces such as pressure gradient and viscosity (Balsara
1995), as well as gravity (see Benz et al. 1990). Particles are smoothed over a volume
defined by their smoothing length, which in turn is determined by the requirement that
each particle must have a given number of neighbors. Thus, the total number of particles
puts limits on the spatial resolution of the simulation.

To get a detailed description of the mass transfer flow between the two stars as well
as how the matter settles onto the accretor, we need high spatial resolution. In order
to reach such a high resolution without using extremely large number of particles, we
intend to model only the outer parts of the stars, as shown in Fig. 1a. The boundary
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Figure 1. a) Initial configuration of our model star, with the SPH particles represented by
small dots, the boundary shown as the solid line and the central point mass shown as the solid
dot at the centre of the star. b) Normalized position of the central point mass as a function of
time for the initial configuration shown in a). The solid line shows the equilibrium position of
the point mass, which initially corresponds to the centre of the star.

conditions are achieved using the so-called ghost particles (see, e.g., Morris, Fox & Zhu
1997) and the SPH particles located inside this boundary are replaced by a point mass
with the same total mass. We have tested the stability of the central point mass for an
isolated star, and Fig. 1b shows that it drifts only slightly (i.e. one percent of the star’s
initial radius) over 120 dynamical times.

3. Future Work
The simultaneous implementation of boundaries for two stars is now underway, and

following the encouraging results of § 2, we should start running simulations of main-
sequence binaries in the near future. We think these simulations will be useful in iden-
tifying distinct observational signatures of blue stragglers formed by mass transfer and
help identifying their main formation scenario.
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